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APV Baseline Fluctuation
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Content in the Plot
➢ To quantify the APV baseline fluctuation:

T0 T1

T2 T3 T4

T5

Max common mode

Min common mode

➢ Since plotting common mode (Max_value – Min_value) cannot avoid outliers 
➢ So for each APV, for all 6 time samples, I calculate the ADC difference: (T1-T0, T2-T0, T3-T0, T4-T0, T5-T0, all relative to T0), and dump the 5 delta values into one 

histogram
➢ For each APV, I do this for ~ 10,000 events

This plot is 
Only for one 
APV

UVa TEDF Data
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Shielding the whole GEM Chamber from Bogdan

With copper layer No Shielding No Shielding With Aluminum layer

➢ Installed a copper/aluminum layer on both sides 
(top and bottom)

➢ The two copper/aluminum layers are soldered 
together through copper tapes

➢ The two copper/aluminum layers are also soldered 
to the GEM Readout Board Ground

➢ Set up a whole layer. 4 GEM chambers in this layer: 
1 GEM chamber with copper layers (far left side), 3 
without copper layers

➢ 7 MPDs in the VME crate
➢ Read all 4 GEM chambers at the same time
➢ Using UVa LV power supply, one same LV channel 

for all chambers 
➢ Layer was fully loaded

DAQ:
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Shielding With Aluminum

Chamber Top Side Chamber Bottom Side

Aluminum Foil was soldered to Chamber Ground through these copper tapes
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Shielding With Copper

➢ Installed Extra shielding for APV 
front end cards on the copper-
shielded chamber also

➢ Soldered ground wires between 
the copper/aluminum layer and 
each APV card
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Results from Shielding With Copper
➢ 22 APVs on each GEM chamber (Data from a fully loaded layer)
➢ Comparing APVs from the shielded chamber V.S. Non-Shielded Chamber
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Results from Shielding With Copper
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Results from Shielding With Copper

➢ Red is from chambers with copper layers, Blue is from 
chambers with No Shielding

➢ 22 APVs for each Chamber
➢ In General, chambers with copper layers have very stable 

performance, chambers with No Shielding have large baseline 
fluctuation

➢ Different GEM chambers share the same grounding
➢ Even though all chambers share the same grounding, it seems 

the noise from chambers with No Shielding did not affect the 
chamber with copper layer (Or suppressed/rejected by itself)
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Results from Shielding With Aluminum
➢ Aluminum Foil Shielding V.S. No Shielding
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Results from Shielding With Aluminum
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Results from Shielding With Aluminum

➢ Red is from chambers with Aluminum layers, Blue is from 
chambers with No Shielding
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Comparison Between Copper Shielding and Aluminum Shielding
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Comparison Between Copper Shielding and Aluminum Shielding
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Comparison Between Copper Shielding and Aluminum Shielding

➢ The copper-shielded chamber has extra shielding on APV 
backplanes (both 12-slot and 5 slots)

➢ Copper-shielded chamber also has grounding wires 
connected from APV front-end cards to the shielding copper 
foil

➢ The aluminum-shielded chamber has extra grounding copper 
tapes on the chamber 50-cm side (Faraday cage in a more 
closed form)

➢ Considering these extra factors, It seems there’s basically no 
difference between using Copper and using Aluminum
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Shielding the backplanes

➢ Bogdan also installed Extra 
shielding for APV front end cards 
on the copper-shielded chamber 
also
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Shielding the backplanes
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Shielding the whole GEM Chamber

● Typical event from GEM Chambers without/with shielding

No Shielding
With Shielding
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VME Activity Effect

➢ We detected a lot activities (e.g. CPU reading data through VME bus) going on in the VME crate, and these 
VME activities generated some signal frequency profiles in the HDMI cables connected to the MPD, and we 
detected similar frequency profile on the other end of the HDMI cable (APV side)

➢ We want to see if these VME activities contributes to the baseline fluctuation

➢ So we modified the TI routines: After the TI received a trigger, we immediately pause the DAQ system by 250 
milliseconds, this will give the APVs a relatively quieter environment to record data from detector

➢ We compared the baseline fluctuation between Normal VME activity v.s. Reduced VME activity

➢ We get slight improvement with Reduced VME activity

➢ We have only ONE MPD installed in the VME crate, Using  the copper-shielded GEM Chamber
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VME Activity Effect
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